Secure acquisition environments

Host Your Acquisition Activities in Secure Virtual and Physical Environments!

Finding the right work environment within an agency to sequester and safeguard an acquisition team is often challenging. Securing source selection data is crucial to the integrity of the acquisition and for defending against vendor protests and other threats. Noblis offers physical and virtual hosting environments to secure acquisition data and related source selection activities.

**Secure Acquisition Environments:**

**Virtual Site**
Our FISMA-moderate cloud environment offers agencies a virtually isolated area to securely conduct and house all acquisition-related data and information.

**AcquCenter, A Noblis Furnished Site**
The Noblis AcquCenter is our secure physical facility located at our headquarters in Reston, Virginia. It offers a complete array of tools and amenities needed to successfully complete an acquisition. All are available to you at your selection!

**Customer Furnished Site**
Perhaps your agency has a facility, yet is conflicted by a potential bidder that is actively providing vendor-contracted technical support? Noblis can provide such customer facilities with secure, onsite technical support to eliminate potential conflicts of interest. Our program-cleared staff deliver, install, and maintain the environment for the duration of the evaluation.
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**Client Success Stories**

**Providing Space and Security to the DoD**

The Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) needed to transform their acquisition environment. The inability to collaborate across service teams inhibited source selections due to day-to-day distractions. The DoD brought the NGEN evaluation team to the Noblis AcquCenter. By sequestering the teams, it enabled the DoD to establish a higher-performing team to complete a complex acquisition in under a year, and avoid a vendor protest.

**Delivering a Turnkey Solution for NOAA**

NOAA’s Environmental Satellite Processing and Distribution Services (ESPDS) acquisitions required a large team of government evaluators and advisors. NOAA had facility space to conduct the acquisition, however, discovered their equipment was supported by a potential bidder. NOAA turned to Noblis for a turn-key environment located at the NOAA-provided facility. Noblis provided a secure environment, acquisition domain expertise, and onsite support ensuring data integrity to our client for a successful completion.

**Secure Acquisition Environments**

**An Open, Collaborative, and Secure Workspace for Teams of All Sizes**

Noblis is committed to protecting your source selection information. The AcquCenter is equipped with workstations and technology designed to keep your information secure, while allowing the needed flexibility to collaborate with your team.

Our AcquCenter is located in Reston, Virginia, at the Noblis Headquarters (HQ) and offers these amenities:

- Conference rooms and audio-visual (A/V) technology for presentations and calls
- Eating/pantry area with refrigerator, microwave and sink

Additional Noblis HQ amenities include:

- Onsite fitness center
- Community area with available food and snacks
- Nearby and building-onsite restaurants
- Accessible Silver Line Metro Station via free shuttle

**Why Noblis?**

Noblis is a nonprofit science and technology organization with a reputation for independent objectivity that brings the best of scientific thought, engineering expertise, and strategic management. We work with a wide range of government and industry clients in the areas of national security, intelligence, transportation, healthcare, environmental sustainability, and enterprise engineering. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, we solve difficult problems of national significance and support our clients’ most critical missions.
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